Light My Way

Fall prevention system

Every day, accidents from falling
hospitalize 135 people over the age of 65.
Swedish Board of Health and Welfare

Light My Way

Your guiding
light at night.
Accidents from falling are the leading cause of injuries
among older people. Many of these accidents occur in
dim light or darkness, when you are most likely to be
disorientated from sleeping and unstable on your feet.
Light My Way knows when you leave the bed and
lights up a safe path, so you don’t trip during your
night-time visits to the bathroom.

Getting out of bed
The sensor activates when you
leave the bed and turns on the
lights in all rooms along your way.
Moving around
The light bulbs slowly raise the
light and adapt the brightness, so
you are not dazzled as you move.
Back to sleep
When you return to bed, you can
turn off all the lights with a single
flick of the master switch.
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No more stumbling
in the dark.
As you get older, preventing hazards at home becomes
increasingly important. And it doesn’t have to be
complicated or costly. Light My Way is an affordable and
user-friendly cognitive lighting system that includes
everything you need to make your home a safer place.
It includes the following:
1 Bed exit sensor
Slip it under your pillow
or mattress.
2 Wireless switches
Stick them on the walls where
they are easy to reach.
3 Smart light bulbs
Place them along the way from
your bed to the bathroom.
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State-of-the-art smart.
Light My Way doesn’t clutter your home with cables. It is
completely driven by wireless, responsive sensors that
are environment aware and and provide light when
and where you need it most.

Smart-sensor powered

Completely wireless

Brilliant in every light.
The light bulbs detect ambient light and automatically
adjust to the time of day. So whether it’s pitch black or
dusky dawn, the light is always at just the right level.

Energy efficient

It just works.
Once you set it up, Light My Way starts doing things
for you, without you having to program it. The system
requires no maintenance and keeps things running
smoothly for years to come.

Easy setup

Mesh network diagnostics

Responsive light

Driven to make
a difference
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Bellman & Symfon of Sweden is dedicated to improve the quality of life for
people with hearing- and care related
needs. Our people and partners are
devoted to this mission and we work
closely with healthcare professionals
and leading experts to make better
living possible for everyone.

bellman.com

